Make students active even online

Activity no. 2

Online Workshop
Thursday, September 16 13.30-17.00 CET
+ self-study activities

Workload: 5 hours
Application Deadline: August 25, 2021

Learning outcomes
- Share around the issues of active learning.
- To identify the specific difficulties of distance learning
- Propose elements of solutions and tools to facilitate the activity of online students.

Activities
Virtual peer activity in groups, facilitated by a pedagogical expert

Resources
Available on Metacampus

Trainers
Dr. Fanny Poinsotte, fanny.poinsotte@grenoble-inp.fr

Contact person
Grenoble INP
Dr. Fanny Poinsotte, fanny.poinsotte@grenoble-inp.fr

Registration
[Link]

Host

Innovative pedagogies for all teaching staff

Dr. Fanny Poinsotte, fanny.poinsotte@grenoble-inp.fr